MOBILE RAZOR WIRE DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM

Razor wire trailer deployment is designed for rapid deployment of effectively layered concertina coils. This is serious obstacle for rebels or demonstrators and vehicles to gain entry.

Razor wire trailer deployment trailers are available in 3 coil configuration (3 coil = gives 1.7m high protection for 100m distance).

The operation of the razor wire deployment trailer is simple and convenient. Connected to the vehicle through axis of traction and can be hitched on any type of vehicle. The next step will be to open the tall gate or release the barrier holder frame and drive forward automatically releasing and stretching the concertina coil barrier.
RAPID DEPLOYMENT TRAILER SPECIFICATIONS:
1. New advanced chassis design;
2. Internal stainless tubes;
3. Stainless steel support boom;
4. 4 x landing legs;
5. Bash plate;
6. Auto magnetic deployment system;
7. 2 x remote controls;
8. 2 x deep cell batteries;
9. 2 x spare wheels;
10. Auto barrier collector advanced system with a patented boom;
11. Compacting winch;
12. 2 x side toolboxes;
13. 2 x 3500kg axel tires;
14. 3500kg main coupler;
15. 1 x heavy duty jockey wheel;
16. 2 x police lights;
17. Drop out the tailgate;
18. Bash plate;
19. Battery charge control box;
20. Vertical lift doors;
21. Heavy-duty electrical system.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
1. Adjustable gooseneck;
2. Demarcation cones;
3. Light protection cover;
4. Fire extinguisher;
5. Stainless steel barriers;
6. Customized logos.

COMPARISON:
1. Currently the only trailer with vertical doors;
   1.1. Deployment can be done with doors closed;
   1.2. Allowed for “narrow” passage;
2. Stainless steel running tubes for barrier;
3. Lift jack system for the tyre protection;
4. Open chassis design;
5. Aluminium cladding;
6. Steel jockey wheel;
7. Aligned blade profile on barrier;
8. PVC coated anti-stretch cables colour coated;
9. Remove and replace parts for damages;
10. Fully galvanized trailer painted with military primer and topcoat;
11. Winch protection cover;
12. 10 years guaranty.

MOBILE RAZOR WIRE SPECIFICATIONS:
1. 2 x 730, 1 x 980 galvanized wire (275 gms m2), blade thickness 0.5mm;
2. 5 x 730, 1 x 980 galvanized wire (275 gms m2), blade thickness 0.5mm;
3. Reflective, anti-stretch cable;
4. “DANGER” board on the barrier;
5. Galvanized inner frames;
6. Freestanding tailgates;
7. Inner frame lock system.
ACCESSORIES:
1. 12 x heavy duty gloves;
2. 6 x recovery hooks;
3. Wheel jack;
4. Chevron;
5. Mini medical kit;
6. Spare barrier repair clips;
7. Clip applicator;
8. Bolt cutter;
9. Padlocks;
10. Safety chains;
11. Touch up paint.

New deployment razor wire trailer is the most advanced and robust system and manufactured to military specs.

The deployment and recovery systems are faster and more accurate in deployment and recovery.